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By Nicole Meinheit
Staff editor
More than a year after the stran-
gulation murder of an 18-year-old
Eastern freshman, her ex-boyfriend
is set to stand trial beginning today
for her death.
Justin “Jay” Boulay, 21, of St.
Charles, will appear in court today,
accused of killing Andrea Will, of
Batavia. The trial is scheduled for 1
p.m. today in Courtroom 3 of the
Coles County Courthouse.
Expected to testify, in addition to
the prosecution and defense’s psy-
chologists, are Boulay’s parents,
Marcy and Raymond Boulay of St.
Charles; members of Miss Will’s
family, including her father, brother
and uncle; Miss Will’s roommate and
neighbors.
Police officers from the
Charleston Police Department,
Eastern Illinois University Police
Department and Illinois State Police
could also testify.
On Wednesday, Boulay waived
his right to a trial by jury and will
have a bench trial presided by Circuit
Court Judge Ashton Waller.
The trial has been delayed three
times to allow time for the psycholo-
gists to finish their evaluations of
Boulay.
The psychologists are expected to
testify to Boulay’s state of mind at the
time of Miss Will’s death.
Boulay, a sophomore history
major at the time of the incident, is
charged with two counts of first-
degree murder. The charges allege
Boulay used a ligature to kill or cause
great bodily harm to Miss Will.
Both counts carry a potential sen-
tence of 20 to 60 years in prison.
The charges stem from events that
happened in early February last year.
During the night of Feb. 2,
1998, Boulay telephoned his parents
and told them something was seri-
ously wrong. The call prompted
them to drive to Charleston. When
his parents arrived in Charleston
early on Feb. 3, 1998, Boulay would
not let them enter his apartment at
114 1/2 Jackson Ave. 
After talking with his parents on
Charleston’s Square, Boulay was
escorted by his parents to the
Charleston police station at 5:05 a.m.
At this time, Boulay’s parents
informed police about their conversa-
tion. 
Police officers escorted Boulay’s
parents to his residence where Miss
Will’s body was discovered in the
bedroom. A note, believed to be writ-
ten by Boulay, was also found at the
scene.
At the time Miss Will’s body was
found, Lt. Rick Fisher, chief of detec-
tives for Charleston Police
Department, said the note apparently
described what had transpired that
night.
Miss Will was declared dead at
5:18 a.m. Feb. 3, 1998. Boulay was
arrested and charged with murder
with the intent to injure or kill. At the
time of Boulay’s arrest, Fisher said
Boulay did not display any emotions.
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Justin Boulay, an Eastern student accused of killing his girlfriend, Andrea Will,
walks down the stairs of the Coles County Courthouse a year ago. Boulay is
charged with two counts of first degree murder and  his trial starts today.
Boulay trial to beginHansen’s posters
irk Zielinski
By Chris Sievers
Student government editor
Student Body President Steve
Zielinski Monday expressed dis-
approval in Student Vice
President for Financial Affairs
Mike Hansen’s, “inability to
realize how his actions affect the
student body.”
Fliers were hung Sunday in
various buildings around cam-
pus in support of Hansen. The
fliers read: “Why hold students
to a higher standard then the
President of the United States,
Support Mike Hansen VP finan-
cial affairs.”
Zielinski issued the following
press release regarding the fliers
and Hansen’s actions:
“Prior to this morning, I was
unaware of the decision made by
Vice President Hansen to not
resign from his position as
requested by Student Senate. I
was made aware of this by a flier
that was posted in Lumpkin Hall
with the words, ‘Why  hold a
student to a higher standard than
you hold your United States
President.’ I have previously
supported Hansen as a (student
vice president) of this university,
but for his most recent actions, I
must voice my resounding dis-
approval.
(Vice president) Hansen has
shown an inability to realize
how his actions (striking a
police officer and running from
the police) affect the student
body. Hansen has repeatedly
lied regarding the situation that
occurred last December to me as
Student Body President, to the
Student Senate, and now to you,
his fellow students. He personal-
ly admitted to me twice and to
other vice presidents and admin-
istrators that he shoved a police
officer and swung back at him in
his attempts to evade arrest.
However, publicly he refuses to
recognize the truth. In an
attempt to protect his image, he
has repeatedly lied to the student
body, and his actions can not be
tolerated. He has damaged his
credibility beyond repair, and I
am now forced to call for action.
As a vice president, Hansen
receives a tuition waiver from
the Student Activity Reserve and
is given a private office in the
University Union. He has not
represented (Student
Government) in an appropriate
manner and his actions have
affected his ability to effectively
complete his duties as vice pres-
ident of financial affairs.
Personally, I feel that it is a
real shame that the tuition waiv-
er that we (students) have given
to Hansen could be used to pay
for police fines.”
In response to Zielinski’s
press release Hansen issued this
statement and declined further
comment:
“In answer to the malicious
statements regarding my person-
al character and honesty, I must
say that in no way do I feel my
personal events have affected
my job or have held any impact
on Student Government. I must
assure everyone that I have
never lied to the students of this
campus and that I stand by my
statement that I made on
Monday regarding my arrest and
conviction.”
Refund appeal to go before new president
By Meghan McMahon
Administration editor
An Eastern student’s request for
a tuition refund was denied by for-
mer Eastern president David Jorns
in one of his final acts as president.
Eastern student April Hixson
appealed Vice President Teshome
Abebe’s denial for a tuition refund
to Jorns.
Hixson’s request for a tuition
refund centered on a nonwestern
music class taught by music profes-
sor Doug DiBianco. Hixson claims
some of the information presented
in the class does not fit the course
description in the course catalog.
Hixson said she will now appeal
the decision to Eastern’s new presi-
dent Carol Surles and request a one
on one meeting.
Surles was unavailable for com-
ment.
“I am writing today to request a
personal and private meeting with
you to discuss the specifics of my
complaint against EIU Music
Professor Doug DiBianco’s
MUS3562C, Nonwestern Music
course as it was conducted in the
Fall of 1998,” Hixson said in a let-
ter to Surles.
Hixson said in the letter she
hopes Surles will consider her
request seriously.
“I bring my complaint to your
office in the hopes that you will
give it serious consideration as an
issue of vital importance to the uni-
versity’s reputation of academic
excellence,” she said in the letter.
Hixson said the one point she
would like to stress to Surles is if
her request is again denied she will
cooperate with any other investiga-
tions involving DiBianco’s teach-
ings.
“If ultimately you officially
reject my refund request, as did Dr.
Jorns, I still wish to cooperate fully
in any investigation the university
may be conducting in the matter,”
Hixson said in the letter.
The only objections Hixson said
she has center on the materials
being presented in class not fitting
the course description.
“My complaint has always cen-
tered on the fact that objectionable
materials may well be protected in
the classroom, but the rights of stu-
dents to learn the content advertised
in the course catalog must also be
protected,” Hixson said in the letter
to Surles. “These are the only rights
that I consider relevant to my com-
plaint.”
The reason Abebe cited for
denying the refund was that it is
inappropriate to refund tuition for a
course that has been successfully
completed.
After Abebe denied Hixson’s
request, she appealed the decision
to Jorns and also requested he
addressed several other complaints
regarding the procedure she used to
request a refund.
Hixson said in the letter that
Jorns did not address the additional
I bring my complaint to
your office in the hopes that
you will give it serious 
consideration as an issue of
vital importance to the uni-
versity’s reputation of
academic excellence.
April Hixson,
Eastern student
“
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Alcohol violations
n Mary E. Hercik, 20, of 2219
Ninth St.; Kevin P. Trojan, 20, of
6328 Foxrun, Matteson; and Sean
D. O’Connor, 20, 3912 E. 112th
St., Chicago, were arrested at 1:40
a.m. on Saturday at 2219 Ninth
St., on charges of purchase or
acceptance of alcohol by a minor,
a police report said.
Disorderly conduct,
disturbing the peace
n Todd A. Newton, 23, and Paul
H. Dzien, 22, both of 2219 Ninth
St., were cited at 11:48 p.m. on
Saturday at their residence on
charges of disorderly conduct, a
police report said. Another police
report said both men were cited at
4:10 a.m. Saturday at their resi-
dence on charges of disorderly
conduct.
n Dennis G. O’Rourke, 23, and
Daniel A. Gallagher, 22, both of
716 Grant Ave., were cited at 3:27
a.m. on Saturday at their residence
on charges of disturbing the peace,
a police report said. Gallagher was
also cited on charges of resisting
or obstructing a peace officer, the
report said.
n James P. Buttkus, 20, of 7142 N.
Oleander, Chicago, was arrested at
2:38 a.m. Sunday in the 1400
block of Seventh St., a police
report said.
blotter
police
complaints in his letter to her stat-
ing his denial of the tuition
refund.
“To date, Dr. Jorns has refused
the refund request, but has made
no explanation in regards to the
other issues. In fact, even his
explanations surrounding the
denial of the refund are inaccurate
and incomplete, and were submit-
ted via mail in such a way as to
arrive after his tenure at EIU had
concluded, leaving me no
recourse but to seek explanation
from you (Surles),” Hixson said
in the letter.
Jorns’ denial letter to HIxson
said her request was denied
because the attempt she made to
contact the College of Arts and
Humanities was made after the
deadline to request a refund that is
listed in the catalog, Hixson said
in the letter. Jorns also said in his
response that Hixson did not
attempt to discuss the matter with
an administrator until after she
had completed the course and
received an ‘A.’
Hixson said in the letter that
she is bothered that her requests
have not been properly addressed
by administrators.
“I find it alarming that a sub-
stantial and reasonable complaint
from a student should be met with
the resistance and attack mine
has, especially at a university with
a reputation for encouraging stu-
dent input,” she said in the letter.
Appeal
from Page 1
After his arrest, Boulay was
jailed in Coles County Detention
Center. On Feb. 4, 1998, Circuit
Court Judge Dale Cini set his
bond at $300,000 after determin-
ing there was probable cause for
the continued detention of Boulay.
Cini also appointed Lonnie
Lutz as Boulay’s public defender.
Lutz told Cini he would ask for a
reduction in bond.
Before the bond reduction
hearing, members of Miss Will’s
family and members of Sigma
Kappa, Will’s sorority, circulated
a petition asking Waller not to
reduce Boulay’s bond.
Lutz said he did not feel the
petitions would affect Waller’s
decision. 
Boulay’s bond was lowered to
$12,500 and he was released
hours after his preliminary hear-
ing on Feb. 24, 1998.
Boulay returned to Kane
County where he resides and is
being kept under home confine-
ment. He was monitored by an
electronic home confinement sys-
tem, which tracks Boulay’s move-
ments.
During his home confinement,
Boulay was only allowed to leave
his house for appointments with
his psychologist , which had to be
approved in advance by his proba-
tion officer.
Waller also ordered Boulay not
to contact any member of Miss
Will’s family or be within one
mile of them.
Also at the Feb. 23, 1998, bond
reduction hearing, Boulay’s moth-
er, Marcy Boulay, identified the
letter found at the scene as possi-
bly being written by her son.
The note contained an admis-
sion to Miss Will’s strangulation
and undertones of suicidal intent.
Boulay also waived his right to
a preliminary hearing and plead
not guilty to the two counts of
first-degree murder.
In June of 1998, Lutz requested
Boulay be allowed in his back
yard. Officials at Kane County
court services said they were
unable to monitor Boulay outside
of his home because their tracking
device was not strong enough.
According to Kane County
probation rules, Boulay can only
leave his home to meet doctors,
lawyers or to seek employment.
Waller upheld Kane county’s pro-
bation rules, but told Lutz he
could apply for change in bond
hearing.
The original trial date for
Boulay was scheduled for June
10, 1998, but it was delayed until
Sept. 22, 1998 because the prose-
cution were waiting for the results
of DNA tests being conducted at
the Illinois State Police Crime
Scene Services and the defense
was awaiting the findings from a
series of psychological evalua-
tions being performed on Boulay.
Psychologists Boulay was see-
ing in St. Charles recommended
Boulay be allowed outside, specif-
ically in his family’s back yard,
because the outdoor would be
beneficial to his treatment.
In July of 1998, Waller upheld
a previous decision by Kane
County Judge and Kane County
Court Services not to allow
Boulay outside.
Waller also denied Boulay the
ability to seek employment with a
DeKalb surveying company.
At the July 1998 hearing, Miss
Will’s family also expressed their
desire that the courts do more to
inform them of Boulay’s where-
abouts.
Dain S. Meyer, Miss Will’s
uncle, wrote a letter to Waller stat-
ing his wife had received a phone
call at 8:30 a.m. on a Sunday
morning saying that Boulay and
his family would be attending 11
a.m. mass at St. Peter in Geneva,
Meyer’s parish.
In the letter, Meyer said that a
priest had told him the Boulay
family no longer felt comfortable
in their parish in St. Charles. The
priest had asked the Boulay fami-
ly not to attend St. Peter, but the
request had been denied, the letter
said.
“I can not express in strong
enough terms how emotionally
distressing his presence in our
church is,” Meyer wrote. 
In August, Boulay’s trial was
delayed for a second time. One of
the psychologists treating Boulay
was in the process of having his
license revoked by the state.
Lutz said there was a possibili-
ty the psychologist would be
called as an expert witness and
because his license was being
revoked Boulay would have to
begin treatment with another psy-
chologist who could offer expert
testimony.
The trial date was set for Dec.
8, 1998, because that was the first
available court date.
At the August  hearing, State’s
Attorney Steve Ferguson request-
ed Lutz respond to a motion of
discovery asking if Lutz was plan-
ning on using insanity as a defense
at trial.
Lutz responded to the motion
of discovery in October, saying
their decision was based on the
findings of Boulay’s new psychol-
ogists.
After Lutz responded to the
discovery motion, Ferguson
requested Boulay turn his medical
records over to the prosecution’s
psychologist, who would be
examining Boulay to offer counter
arguments against Boulay’s psy-
chologists.
Ferguson requested the records
after reading the reports submitted
by Boulay’s psychologist that
Boulay’s psychologist had access
to Boulay’s medical records and
specifically records regarding a
head injury Boulay suffered as a
child.
Boulay’s trial date was again
delayed, because he had not com-
pleted psychological evaluations
with the prosecution’s psycholo-
gists. The trial date was set for
March 2.
At a hearing in early February,
Lutz and Ferguson said they were
both ready to proceed toward trial.
Ferguson informed Waller that
one of the prosecution’s experts
would be out of the country and
unable to testify until March 4.
Ferguson and Waller were
expecting jury selection for
Boulay’s trial to take place
Tuesday morning, but at Boulay’s
last pretrial hearing Wednesday,
he waived his right to a jury trial.
At the pretrial hearing, Waller
also said he received a document
from Kane County probation offi-
cials saying they wish to be
released from the responsibility of
monitoring Boulay.
Waller ordered Boulay released
from home confinement at 11 a.m.
Monday to meet with his attorney
prior to the trial.
As part of the release, Boulay
must remain in Coles County and
be at his place of residence at any
time he is not appearing in court.
Boulay
from Page 1
I can not express in strong
enough terms how emo-
tionally distressing his
presence in our church is.
Dain Meyer,
Miss Will’s uncle
“
”
Albanians flee
DJENERAL JANKOVIC,
Yugoslavia (AP) – Clutching red
passports, four women in head-
scarves walked tentatively Monday
down the dirt road toward Kosovo’s
southern border with Macedonia. 
With a glance at a male relative
who stayed behind, they showed their
papers to the blue-uniformed Serb
police and were ushered through,
some of the lucky few in recent days
who escaped to safety. 
Yugoslav forces have driven thou-
sands of ethnic Albanians from their
border villages in what appears to be
an ominous military effort to control
a strategic artery in Kosovo. 
Troops and tanks have been mass-
ing at the border, and a bridge con-
necting Macedonia and Kosovo is
mined – preparations either to prevent
NATO forces from coming in, or
keep diplomatic monitors and
refugees from getting out. 
On Monday, refugees in the bor-
der town of Djeneral Jankovic
described their flight from fighting
between Serb police and the seces-
sionist Kosovo Liberation Army. 
“The Serbs drove their tanks
around and around, teasing the KLA.
So the KLA shot back,’’ said farmer
Ramadan Kalisi. He said he tried to
return Monday to feed his horses and
cows but was turned back by Serb
police, who were staked out at the
crossroads of three now-empty vil-
lages. 
“What I was referring to in my
poster and what other people
have brought to my attention is
that arbitrary standards regarding
my personal event had nothing to
do with my ability to do my job
or the role of my job. This was
shown recently by the personal
problems of the President of the
United States. These problems
were taken to the senate asking
for the President’s impeachment.
Our elected officers of our gov-
ernment upon review decided
these personal events were not
grounds for impeachment and
that they had no effect on his
ability to fulfill his term.
The reason I am doing this
and fighting these statements, is
because I was elected by the stu-
dents to do this job and I have an
obligation to the students of this
campus to fulfill my term.”
Posters
from Page 1
An article in Monday’s paper
incorrectly listed the number of
Girl Scouts and troops in
Charleston. There are over 30 Girl
Scout troops in Charleston, 10 of
which are participating in the
cookie sales in Panther Dining
centers. There are 75 girls in the
participating troops and 330 Girl
Scouts in Charleston.
Correction
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Tuesday and Wednesday
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Any footlong is $2.99 with 
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Offer good Tuesday 
and Wednesday only
MONEY’S LOW
AND YOU WANT TO
GO OUT?
Y O U R
LANDLORD’S
BEGINNING TO
SCREAM &
SHOUT?
NOW YOU KNOW WHAT
YOU NEED TO
DO,
ONE AD IN THE
DAILY EASTERN NEWS
CLASSIFIEDS
WILL MAKE MONEY
FOR YOU!
By Laura Irvine
Campus editor
Eastern’s physical plant has
recently implemented containers
on campus to be used to recycle
plastic.
Allen Rathe, recycling coordi-
nator for the physical plant, said
about 200 clear green containers
have been put on campus to col-
lect recyclable plastic.
He said members of the
National Residence Hall
Honorary and EARTH Club pick
up the plastic in the containers and
take the plastic to be recycled.
“It’s a joint effort,” he said.
Rathe said there are seven dif-
ferent kinds of plastic, but they are
only collecting number one plas-
tic, which is the kind the bottles
the campus Pepsi vending
machines distribute.
Rathe also asked that people
remove the plastic caps from the
bottles before putting them in the
containers because it makes it eas-
ier to compress the bottles in the
recycling process.
“We’d prefer it if people take
the caps off before they throw
them in the containers,” he said.
Rathe also said people should
not throw trash or aluminum cans
into the containers.
If anyone wants a plastic con-
tainer on campus they can call
Rathe so it can be delivered.
“If anyone would like another
(container) it can be arranged,” he
said.
Lacey Buidosik / Assoc. photo editor
Sarah Durski, a freshman communications major, recycles her empty bottle in the Biological sciences building Monday.
The bottle recycling containers can be found all over campus.
By Dan Ochwat
Activities editor
The Dudley House Open
Poetry reading is meeting in honor
of spring, Women’s History
Month, St. Patrick’s Day and any
holiday that lands in the month of
March.
The reading is a celebration of
original poetry and poetry from
other authors. Nan Hennings,
director of literature for the Coles
County Arts Council, said “the
poetry is anything from past to
present, lyrical, or Keats, Shelley
or even present authors.”
The readings are hosted on the
first Tuesday of every month, and
this month’s reading begins at
7:30 p.m. at the Dudley House,
895 Seventh St.
“I would like half (original
poetry) and half (classic poetry)
read,” Hennings said. “It is more
stimulating to have other authors
heard; you may have heard it once
in class, or never heard it before.”
Hennings said she doesn’t want
all classic poetry being read
because she said it is instructive to
hear poetry never heard before. 
“You might like it,” she said.
Hennings said the last  meeting
went well; she said she had many
interesting readers. However,
numbers in the audience are going
down, she said.
Hennings said she thinks it is
from other poetry groups on cam-
pus, which meet sporadically.
“They suck away some students,”
she said.
The poetry is open to everyone
and there is no charge. 
Campus begins recycling bottles
About 200 containers placed 
on campus to collect plastic
from Pepsi vending machines
State senator looks forward to shadowing
By Matt Neistein
Staff writer
State Sen. Judy Myers said she is
eager to work with the student
selected by the Student Senate to
observe her for a day. “I’m commit-
ted to helping in any way I can,” she
said.
Sen. Myers, along with State
Rep. Dale Righter and Charleston
Mayor Dan Cougill, was chosen as
an elected Illinois official to host an
Eastern student. The students for
each elected official will be drawn
randomly by senate members
Wednesday night.
This is the first year Myers has
been involved and she said she
looks forward to it.
“It’s a privilege for me,” she said.
“I think it’s cool.”
Myers said she believes it’s
important to get involved with stu-
dents of all ages, from elementary
level to college. She said to raise
voter turnout at polls, politicians
must  encourage children and young
adults even before they are of voting
age.
“I like to have the students
involved,” she said.  “It’s really good
to go beyond superficial contact.”
Myers said she isn’t sure what
will be on the schedule for March 9,
the day she will host a student, but
that it would possibly be committee
hearings.
“Once I get my schedule tomor-
row, I’ll know for sure,” she said.
She did say that if there was
something the student wanted to see
or learn about specifically that it
could probably be arranged for
them to see it. She said she under-
stands that students may want to see
more than just standard meetings
and activities.
“We’ll just cater (the day) to
what that student wants to do,”
Myers said.
Myers said she was contacted by
Student Government officials to be
a part of the program.  Liz Halbert,
student vice president for public
affairs, said she chose Myers
because of the good working rela-
tionship she enjoyed with Myers
during an internship with Righter
last year.
There are currently two student
interns working in Myers’
Springfield office right now, she
said.  One is a high school student
and the other attends a local
Springfield college.
Myers said the high school stu-
dent worked in the Page-For-A-Day
program in Springfield that allows
high school students to work in the
state capital running errands and
performing other minor duties.
After developing an interest, the stu-
dent applied as an intern in Myers’
office.
“I encourage that to happen,”
Myers said.
Any student can learn from the
experience, Myers said.
“Anybody with an open mind
and views this as a learning situation
will come away with a lot of knowl-
edge,” she said.
Poetry reading honors March celebrations and holidays
I like to have the students
involved. It’s really good to
go beyond superficial con-
tact.
Judy Myers,
State senator
“
”
Sports columnists’ 
insults inappropriate
We are writing in response to Todd
Schreiber’s column on the hypothetical
basketball game. We were very upset to
read the comment he made regarding
Ron Harper’s stuttering. We completely
believe in freedom of speech and
expressing one’s opinion; however, we
feel that poking fun of someone for
something they cannot help is crossing
the line. Would it be that easy for you to
poke fun at this same problem if the per-
son was a member of your family?
Don’t you think that Ron Harper real-
izes that he has a problem and has tried
to improve his speech? Because if you
paid enough attention, you would realize
that his speaking skills have greatly
improved over the last few seasons.
People with disabilities deal with them
every day, and they do not need to be
reminded of them by an ignorant colum-
nist. Next time you write a sports col-
umn, keep your attacks focused on the
player’s abilities on the court.
Cally Dorosz
sophomore elementary education major
Erika Roscoe
sophomore elementary education major
Historical inaccuracies
evident in The News
The Daily Eastern News should
never attempt to deal with anything
related to the history of Eastern.
The recent summaries of the admin-
istrations of Eastern’ presidents over the
past 100 years was another sad example
of ineptness.
The stories on each of Eastern’s pres-
idents included misleading, inaccurate or
incomplete information.
One inane example was the state-
ment that “Samuel M. Inglis was chosen
to be Eastern’s first president, but died
three months before he was appointed.”
In fact, Inglis served as president for
several months and made a number of
decisions. For example, he oversaw the
ongoing construction of Old Main. He
hired the first faculty member, an
English teacher named William M.
Evans.
Inglis, as Illinois Superintendent of
Public Instruction, was instrumental in
promoting the bill that created both
Eastern and Northern Illinois University. 
The News really should face up to the
fact that it is simply incapable of dealing
with material related to history.
Allan  Keith
Mattoon resident
Today’s quote
Opinion
page
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Student Vice President for Financial AffairsMike Hansen was asked to resign last weekby members of the Legislative LeadersCommittee of the Student Senate.
Hansen announced Sunday he will not resign. In
the letter requesting Hansen to resign, committee
members said his actions have damaged the integrity
of Eastern’s Student Government.
And they have.
Hansen pleaded guilty to battery and unlawful
consumption of alcohol – reduced charges that stem
from a Dec. 12 incident when Hansen shoved a
peace officer and then fled on foot.
He could have been forced to spend more than
five years in prison on the three initial charges of
aggravated battery, resisting a peace officer and
unlawful consumption of alcohol by a minor.
Because Hansen did not have a prior record, he was
able to receive a less severe penalty of a $1,000 fine,
100 hours of community
service, one-year proba-
tionary supervision and
he cannot possess or con-
sume alcohol.
Some have ques-
tioned whether Student Government officials should
be held to higher standards. The answer is simple:
yes.
Student Government executive officers are elected
by the students to not only be a student voice, but
represent the entire student body to the community
and to other schools. To compensate for amount of
responsibility placed on executive officers, they are
issued tuition waivers. 
Hansen serves as student vice president for finan-
cial affairs 24 hours a day, seven days a week,
regardless of what he is doing, where at or with
whom. Not realizing the ultimate consequences of
his actions was Hansen’s first mistake the evening of
Dec. 12.
Hansen said the incident “in no way affected (his)
position as vice president of financial affairs.” But
what has Hansen been doing since he pleaded guilty?
He has been trying to rally support of students by
placing fliers around campus that put the entire
Student Government in a bad light.
The executive officers – while each have individ-
ual responsibilities – are supposed to work together
to represent the students and the school, to the best
of their abilities. 
Because Hansen has admitted to criminal wrong-
doing, it is in the best interest of Student
Government and the campus as a whole, for him to
step down. If he continually refuses to do so, Student
Senate members must ask themselves how they want
to be viewed by students and then vote to remove
Hansen as student vice president for financial affairs.
Time to
resign
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  c u d m p 2 @ p e n . e i u . e d u
“
”
I believe that every right implies a responsibility;
every opportunity,an obligation; every possession,
a duty.
John Davison Rockefeller, Jr.,
American industrialist and philanthropist, 1839-1937
Stepping Down
Student Vice President for
Financial Affairs Mike Hansen
has a responsibility to step
down from his position.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
Good morning.Welcome to the EIUtouch-tone system. Beaware there is a 10-
minute time limit on each call.
Please enter your desired term and
year followed by a pound sign.”
Just the words make me want
to cringe. And the time is nearing
to hear the voice – the voice that
holds the ultimate power of telling
each student what classes he/she
can or cannot take each semester.
During the past three years, I have concocted several strate-
gies to one-up the other 11,000 students trying to register at the
same time. Each semester the ploys are revised to try and avoid
the not-so-successful results of the prior semester.
As incoming freshman, registration is done midsummer -
when no one else except for other freshmen are trying to get
through. Oh how easy it was then to dial 581-6640 and have
the recording pick up on the first attempt.
During the second semester of my freshman year, the truth
was unveiled. I heard rumors that it would take forever to get
through, so I prepared the night before; I even filled out the lit-
tle worksheet that runs in each schedule. I woke up before the
sun rose, set everything out in the hall (my roommate didn’t
have to register yet).
Sprawled out on the hallway floor of my residence hall, I
woke up the other residents with my swear words and the con-
stant “beep, beep, beep, beep.” It took forever to get through –
blisters even began forming on my thumbs from hitting the
flash and then redial keys over and over again.  
So, first semester of my sophomore year, I had the ultimate
plan – I dialed the number before I went to bed and placed the
cordless on the bolster above my head. When the alarm went off
at 6:50 a.m., I first hit the alarm clock then grabbed the phone
and pushed redial. Still lying in my comatose state, I listened to
the elevator-like hold music until it put me right back to sleep. I
woke up about 10 minutes later only to the psychotic sound of
“ehh, ehh, ehh, ehh, ehh..” and then “We’re sorry your call can-
not be completed as dialed. Please hang up and try again.”
I repeated the process several times until about 45 minutes
later, I finally heard those lovely words – “Good morning”–
Yeah, whatever. “Welcome to the EIU touch-tone system.”
Why thank you. “Be aware there
is a 10-minute time limit on each
call.” Translation: hurry up
because if you get disconnected,
it’ll be at least another two hours
before you get through again. 
Sometime between that semes-
ter and second semester of my
sophomore year, I devised what I
thought to be a foolproof plan.  I
woke up the day of registration,
showered and came into the news-
room, where there are six phone
lines. I had five different phones set up to keep calling constantly.
I got through right away on one of the phones – the only problem
I had was trying to figure out which of the five phones it actually
was.  Of course it was the phone on the opposite size of the room
where all my registration papers were. 
First try: Mathematics: A Human Endeavor.  I hear those
lovely words: Call No. 2563, Mathematics 1160C Section 1 is
closed. No other sections are available. Please enter a request
followed by the pound sign.
Second try: Oceanography. Call No. 3466, Geology 3450C
- Section 1 – I hold my breath and pray for this millisecond
pause, hoping it’s open – is closed. No other sections are avail-
able and will fit your schedule. Please enter a request followed
by the pound sign.
Third try: English Literature and Composition. Again the
repetitive, toe-tapping, finger-flipping sound of “Call No. 2134.
English 1002 Section 30 is closed.” Nonetheless, that semester
I went to my 9 a.m. class registered for six semester hours.
Last semester, I finally opted not to wake up at the crack of
dawn to listen to busy signals and hold music.  I completely
acted that morning as if I wasn’t even supposed to register. I
finally got around to signing up for classes around 2 p.m., got
through on the first try and only cursed at the phone a couple
times.
Yes, I’ve tried about everything, all for the sake of getting
into classes. If only it was this difficult to drop a class.
Tips for beating the system
“During the past
three years, I have
concocted sever
al strategies to
one-up the other
11,000 students
trying to register
at the same time.”
Deana Poole
Editor in chief
Your turn
Letters to the editor
n Deana Poole is a junior journalism major and a weekly colum-
nist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
cudmp2@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
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SURPRISE
YOUR
FRIENDS!
Place a
BIRTHDAY AD
with a
PHOTO & MESSAGE
in the
Daily Eastern
News!
(Deadline:  2 Business
Days Before Ad is to Run.)
1 10 inch, 
1 Topping,
& order of
breadsticks!
1 Large, 
up to 5 Toppings!
348-8282
$6.99
$10.99
+ tax
+ tax
Additional
Toppings $1.25
Not valid with
any other offer.
Not valid
with any other
offer.
WHAT’S COOKIN’
Rock N’ Roll Tuesday
Food and Fun...
and Great Specials!!!
(and our regular dinner menu)
*Burgers and Cheese Fries
*Blue Plate Special
*Shakes and Floats
*50’s and 60’s Music
408 7th Street • 345-7427
hat’s ookin
Lacey Buidosik / Assoc. photo editor
Fire lane
Charleston Fire fighters responded to a suspected electrical fire at Charleston Lanes, 1310 E Street, around 10:30
p.m. Monday. Fire fighters at the scene said they suspected the cause of the fire to be electrical wiring over lane 20.
Patrons of Charleston Lanes said the building was filled with smoke but no smoke alarms sounded. “It got so bad in
there we got the hell out,” said Terry Cooley, manager of Charleston Lanes. Cooley later said there was no smoke in
the building because when his employees saw the sparks, they extinguished the fire with a fire extinguisher. Charleston
Police Officer Tony West said the bowling alley was filled with smoke and he saw “red coal ash falling from the ceiling.”
No damage estimate was available.
Disney World looks
for student interns
By Laura Irvine
Campus editor
Two representatives from Walt
Disney World Monday will be
recruiting students for summer
internships.
An informational meeting will
be held at 9 p.m. Wednesday in
the Copa room in Carman Hall
about the internships and when
they will be offered.
The recruiters will be looking
for students interested in working
during the summer and fall at
Walt Disney World in Lake
Buena Vista, Fla. Students of all
grade levels are welcome to
attend the meeting.
Students chosen to work at
Walt Disney World are usually
required to work about 40 hours
per week and are given a place to
stay with other students from
around the country and the world.
Robert Lindemann, president
of Walt Disney World College
Program and Alumni
Association, said the internships
are a good experience because
interns live with people they do
not know and can make friends in
the process.
“It’s the best experience to
anyone here,” he said.
The training classes interns
are required to take during their
internship include classes about
how to act in the business world
and informal training that can be
applied to business.
Jobs include working at dif-
ferent parks in Walt Disney
World and taking classes about
business etiquette.
Lindemann said students who
intern at Walt Disney World work
in a variety of positions at the
parks, including life guarding,
housekeeping, attractions and
custodial work.
Students who intern get into
the theme parks free of charge
and receive discounts on Walt
Disney World merchandise.
Lindemann also said working
at Walt Disney World is a good
experience for students with any
major because they can see how a
Fortune 500 company is run.
“You can meet people who are
in high positions, which can help
people make connections,” he
said.
Pap smears needed 
for sexually active girls
CHICAGO (AP) – Suburban and
rural white girls in New England had
“strikingly high” rates of cervical
cell abnormalities, which can lead to
cancer and often are caused by a sex-
ually transmitted virus, a new study
found. 
“These data reinforce the impor-
tance of implementing early cervical
Pap smear screening in the sexually
active pediatric and adolescent popu-
lations,” researchers led by Dr.
Sharon M. Mount of the University
of Vermont wrote in the March issue
of Pediatrics. 
The findings argue for early Pap-
smear screening of all sexually active
girls, not just those who live in inner
cities and belong to minority groups,
where such rates have been found
before, researchers said. 
Past studies indicate human
papillomavirus, or HPV, is the most
common sexually transmitted virus
in the United States, affecting 13 per-
cent to 46 percent of young women,
researchers said. 
Among U.S. adolescent girls,
about one-third are sexually active
by ninth grade and about two-thirds
by 12th grade, putting them at high
risk for catching HPV, which is well
known to cause cervical cell changes
that can lead to cancer, the
researchers noted. 
Abnormal cells revealed by Pap
smears can be removed before they 
become malignant. 
The researchers reviewed 10,296
Pap smear diagnoses made over a
one-year period for females ages 10
to 19 in suburban and rural Maine,
New Hampshire and Vermont.
Almost all were white and were
patients at family planning clinics,
private doctors’ offices, student
health clinics and hospitals. 
The researchers found 3.8 percent
of the Pap smears showed cell abnor-
malities of the type that might later
develop into cancer, and 14.6 percent
of the smears bore evidence of infec-
tion. The smears did not reveal the
proportion of infections caused by
HPV. No cancers were found. 
But “this high rate of abnormal
Pap smear results of both an infec-
tious and precancerous nature in this
(adolescent) population may reflect a
high level of sexual activity among
adolescent girls,” the researchers
said. 
Professor to talk
about dinosaurs
By Dan Ochwat
Activities editor
Michael Leyden, professor of
early childhood, elementary and
middle level education, not only
knows children but he also knows
dinosaurs.
Leyden will discuss his adven-
tures of dinosaur digging and his
interest in paleontology spawning
ancient dinosaur bones and a new
theory on the extinction of
dinosaurs at 7 p.m. today in the
Buzzard Hall Auditorium.
Leyden will present his wide-
ranging experience on several pale-
ontological digs with several teams
of experts for Earthwatch, said
Judy Barford, co-adviser of the
Association for Childhood
Education International. 
Earthwatch is a not-for-profit
organization that sponsors scientif-
ic research teams of the interested
public, such as professors of educa-
tion at Eastern. The groups work
with experts and travel to paleonto-
logical sites.
Leyden has traveled to places
such as Switzerland, China and
Montana with such experts as J.
Keith Rigby, a paleontologist at
Notre Dame.
Leyden will show slides of his
dinosaur findings on the 12-foot
Buzzard Auditorium screen, tell
stories about the largest
Tyrannosaurus Rex found in histo-
ry, and explain Rigby’s Pele
Hypothesis which rules out the
extinction of dinosaurs to an aster-
oid hit.
According to Leyden’s webpage
at http://www.ux1.eiu.edu/, the
Pele Hypothesis  says the extinction
of dinosaurs was caused by oxygen
depletion. Rigby and scientists use
gas molecules locked in amber tree
sap resins and analyze the mole-
cules showing a decrease in oxy-
gen. The oxygen was depleted from
a long term climate change and the
dinosaurs had poor oxygen-trans-
porting systems lacking a
diaphragm, which reduces difficul-
ty in breathing. 
The presentation is sponsored
by the Eastern student branch of the
Association for Childhood
Education International and is open
to the public.
It’s the best experience to
anyone here.
Robert Lindemann,
President of Walt Disney World
College Program and Alumni
Association
“
”
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Close Out Liquidation
Going Out of Business
Sale
40% off
C.D. Tripleplay Sports Center
1001 Lincoln Avenue
Everything must go
Reduced Prices
Mon. - Fri. 10 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Large 
1Topping
Pizza 
$7.95
Wednesday Carry
Out Special!!
Medium
Cheese or Pepperoni
$2.99
667 Lincoln Ave
348-1626
If you’re reading this...
so are they.
advertise.
Many presidential wives urged to run for office
WASHINGTON (AP) – Run,
Florence, run. And what about
Edith, Eleanor or Jackie? 
Hillary Rodham Clinton isn’t
the only presidential wife ever
urged to run for political office. 
In the 1920s there were calls
to draft President Warren
Harding’s widow, Florence, for
governor of Ohio and President
Woodrow Wilson’s widow,
Edith, for vice president. Some
Democrats wanted Eleanor
Roosevelt to be the party’s vice
presidential nominee in 1948. 
In 1976, Jacqueline Kennedy
Onassis, then a book editor in
New York, briefly flirted with
running for a Senate seat. These
four first ladies – all mentioned
as candidates after they left the
White House - declined the over-
tures. If Mrs. Clinton actually
seeks the Senate seat being
vacated by Democrat Daniel
Patrick Moynihan of New York,
she’d be the only first lady to
ever run for elective office. She’s
spending two days in New York
City on Wednesday and
Thursday, perhaps to test the sen-
atorial waters. 
“The difference with Hillary
is that she is recognized and
respected as a political figure in
her own right,’’ says Carl
Sferrazza Anthony, a historian of
first ladies. “Even though the
other four were politically mind-
ed, I think they were being draft-
ed as a bridge to their husbands’
memory, a symbol of their hus-
bands’ legacy.”
The political lineage of presi-
dents runs deeper with sons.
Sons of several presidents went
on to be congressmen, senators –
even presidents themselves. On
the state level, President Bush’s
son, Jeb, currently is governor of
Florida. Another son, George W.
Bush, is governor of Texas and is
considering a bid for the GOP
presidential nomination in 2000. 
So far, Mrs. Clinton has said
little about the “Draft Hillary”
campaign. She says only that
she’s giving it “careful thought,”
yet she’s getting plenty of politi-
cal advice. 
Former New York Mayor Ed
Koch says “Run.’’ Former New
York congresswoman Geraldine
Ferraro advises Mrs. Clinton to
wait, run later for a Senate seat
from Illinois and then be the
Democrats’ presidential candi-
date in 2008. Former New York
Gov. Mario Cuomo wants to see
her run, but also suggests she
could duck elective office and
still be a political force.
“Be Eleanor Roosevelt,” he
advised. 
Mrs. Roosevelt is one of Mrs.
Clinton’s personal heroes. She
has told of conducting imaginary
talks with Mrs. Roosevelt about
contemporary problems and the
role of the first lady in the 1990s. 
Lacey Buidosik / Assoc. photo editor
Cramming
Tara O’Hara, a sophomore elementary education major, studies in the Buzzard
Hall study lounge Monday morning. O’Hara was studying for her Spanish test.
Could national 
red ink dry up?
WASHINGTON (AP) – The
United States is on the threshold of
a truly remarkable turnaround in
financial fortunes: the tantalizing
prospect that the booming econo-
my could make the federal govern-
ment debt-free in just 15 years. 
And it could happen, for only
the second time in the nation’s his-
tory, with seemingly no heavy lift-
ing. If politicians simply leave cur-
rent policies alone, the president’s
Office of Management and Budget
projects the $3.7 trillion debt held
by the public will be wiped out in
2014. 
The Congressional Budget
Office is even more optimistic,
predicting publicly held debt could
be gone by 2012. 
With politicians eager for tax
cuts and more spending, no one
expects lawmakers actually to
leave well enough alone. 
“Congress over the long haul
abhors surpluses.They will be dis-
pensed in some fashion, either as
tax cuts or increased spending,’’
predicts Henry Aaron of the
Brookings Institution. 
Right now, both President
Clinton and the Republicans who
control Congress are pledging to
use the bulk of future surpluses –
roughly two-thirds – to reduce the
national debt as a way to shore up
Social Security. 
Skeptics note that leaves the
other third of the $4.5 trillion in
projected future surpluses for
spending increases or tax cuts.
And that means both parties are, in
essence, already running behind
the debt paydown schedule that
would occur if there are no
changes in policy. 
In 2014, the year the OMB pro-
jects that debt held by the public
could be eliminated with no
changes in policy, Clinton’s bud-
get instead sees a publicly held
debt of $1.17 trillion. 
The situation is even worse if
the total national debt is consid-
ered. That figure now is $5.6 tril-
lion - a total that includes the $3.7
trillion in debt held by the public
and the $1.9 trillion in debt held by
the government in trust funds, pri-
marily Social Security. 
Under Clinton’s complex plan
to shore up Social Security, the
government IOUs held by the
retirement program would actually
increase - an approach
Republicans insist amounts to
double counting. 
After five years, the national
debt under Clinton’s plan, includ-
ing the extra IOUs for Social
Security, will grow to $6.8 trillion,
compared to $5.9 trillion under the
OMB forecast with no policy
changes. 
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BEAT THE CLOCK SPECIAL
348-5454
Starting at 4pm - LARGE 1 TOPPING PIZZA
for $400
Hurry though, the clock keeps ticking and the price gets higher 
by the minute.  So order early and get the best deal. 
Offer is good March 1st-March 7th.  No limit.  Starts at 4p.m. to 7p.m.  
If it’s after 7p.m. you didn’t call soon enough.  
1 LARGE 
1 topping Pizza
$699 +tax
After 7pm Special
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1 topping Pizza’s
$1199 +tax
After 7pm Special
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1 topping Pizza’s
$1999 +tax
After 7pm Special
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SURPRISE
YOUR
FRIENDS!
Place a
BIRTHDAY AD
with a
PHOTO & MESSAGE
in the
Daily Eastern
News!
(Deadline:  2 Business
Days Before Ad is to Run.)
These folks just got
done advertising
with the DAILY
EASTERN NEWS...
just look how elated they
are.  Wouldn’t you like to
feel that way?
the daily eastern news
advertise with 
HEY YOU LOOK
Blackhawks pint glasses!!
$2.50 keep the glass
$1.00 refill
Spring break countdown
continues register for
$500 grand prize !
F W!
Happy Birthday
Pookie! Love,
Your Roomie
Pediatricians groups: No significant
medical benefits to circumcision
Talk but no agreement
on China’s human rights
BEIJING (AP) – Secretary of
State Madeleine Albright gained
no concessions from Chinese offi-
cials Monday during “forceful,
tough” discussions on human
rights. China’s foreign minister
blamed “a handful of anti-China
elements” for sparking much of
the criticism. 
Albright told Chinese leaders
that Beijing’s crackdown on dis-
sent is creating a sour atmosphere
in Washington that could spoil
Premier Zhu Rongji’s upcoming
visit. And she urged that Zhu, who
is negotiating hard to gain Chinese
membership in the World Trade
Organization, deal with human
rights and other tough issues such
as high technology transfers and
Taiwan tensions before the visit. 
“It’s not a great mood,” State
Department spokesman James P.
Rubin said, noting that the Senate
last week voted 99-0 for a resolu-
tion urging the Clinton administra-
tion to condemn China’s actions at
an upcoming human rights meet-
ing in Geneva.
Also, a State Department report
last Friday condemned the fresh
detentions and long jail terms in
two cases of dissenters. 
Albright was meeting Tuesday
with Chinese President Jiang
Zemin before heading to Thailand
and then Indonesia. 
Even as she pressed the human
rights issue Monday, police visited
the Shenzhen home of dissident
Miao Xihe, who announced that
he was establishing the “China
Rights Party’’ to promote protec-
tion of basic civil rights. Miao was
out at the time, and remained free. 
Zhu, Chinese Foreign Minister
Tang Jiaxuan, and Vice Premier
Qian Qichen, who met separately
with Albright, gave no ground on
human rights, telling her that
actions against dissidents were an
internal affair, Rubin said. Chinese
authorities insist they must main-
tain social order and they consider
dissidents criminals. 
“The discussions were forceful,
tough, and there wasn’t a lot of
agreement,’’ Rubin said, adding
that human rights took up “a sig-
nificant portion’’ of three hours of
talks with Tang. “It was on the
high end of tough exchanges.”
Albright made clear that the
crackdown had “caused a substan-
tial and intense reaction in the
United States and that she is
deeply disturbed by these deten-
tions, trials, punishment for peace-
ful political activities,’’ Rubin said. 
The administration urged
China to release some dissidents
and ratify two human rights
covenants to demonstrate
progress. Tang blamed criticism of
China’s human rights record on “a
handful of anti-China elements” in
the United States. He suggested
China would be unhappy if the
administration sponsored a resolu-
tion condemning China’s at a
meeting of the U.N. Human
Rights Commission in Geneva this
spring. No U.S. decision has been
announced. 
“We have always been opposed
to politicizing the human rights
question,’’Tang said. “Practice has
proved that confrontation cannot
solve the problem.’’ Albright,
standing beside Tang at a news
conference at the Diaoyutai State
Guesthouse, did not openly
address his contention about anti-
China elements. 
But in their private meetings
she told him “this was a biparti-
san concern’’ of the administra-
tion and Congress, Rubin said.
“She did not accept the idea that
there was somehow some big
conspiracy in the United States
against China.’’
CHICAGO (AP) – The American
Academy of Pediatrics said Monday
that circumcision has no significant
medical benefits, though the organi-
zation stopped short of advising
against the procedure.
Further, the academy recom-
mended for the first time that pain
relief be used if parents do decide to
have their newborns circumcised. 
“The weight of the evidence
would have to be significant for the
academy to recommend an elective
surgical procedure on every newborn
male, and the evidence is not suffi-
cient for us to make such a recom-
mendation,” said Dr. Carole Lannon,
chairwoman of the AAP task force
that wrote a new policy statement for
the academy. 
“I think what that means is the
medical debate is over,’’ said Ronald
Goldman, director of the
Circumcision Resource Center, an
anti-circumcision educational orga-
nization.
“I think circumcision is now an
ethical issue. It challenges us to
empathize with newborn infants and
consider that what we do to them can
have immediate and long-term con-
sequences,’’ he said. 
The new policy statement, out-
lined in a report in the March issue of
Pediatrics, says parents should take
into account cultural, religious and
ethnic traditions as well as the advice
of a pediatrician when considering
circumcision. In its last policy state-
ment on the issue, in 1989, the acad-
emy said circumcision has potential
medical benefits as well as risks and
should be carefully explained to par-
ents.
After reviewing scientific evi-
dence, the task force found some
medical benefits of circumcision:
Boys who have not been circum-
cised are as much as 12 times more
likely to get urinary tract infections
than those who have been circum-
cised. Uncircumcised boys had a 1 in
100 chance of developing such an
infection in their first year of life; for
circumcised boys the chance was 1
in 1,000. 
Some evidence exists showing
penile cancer is more prevalent
among uncircumcised males. But
the disease is so rare, striking just 1
in 100,000 American males a year,
that the researchers found any added
risk insignificant. 
Lacey Buidosik / Assoc. photo editor
Football Stars
Jon Ramsey, a sophomore social sciences major, Jason Colet, a sophomore elementary education major, Jared
Hughes, a freshman chemistry major, and Mark Nelson, a junior cardiac rehabilitation major, fight for the ball in the
Library quad Monday afternoon. They decided to take advantage of the high temperatures.
ATTENTION!  ATTENTION!
Psychology, Sociology, Special
Education, and other majors.
Gain valuable experience by
WORKING with adults and chil-
dren with developmental disabili-
ties. FLEXIBLE scheduling for
EVENING, NIGHT, and WEEK-
END shifts. Paid training is pro-
vided. Apply at: CCAR Industries
825 18th St., Charleston, IL
61920. E.O.E.
________________________5/4
FREE RADIO + $1250!
Fundraiser open to student
groups & organizations. Earn $3
- $5 per Visa/MC app. We supply
all materials at no cost. Call for
info or visit our website. Qualified
callers receive a FREE Baby
Boom Box. 1-800-932-0528 x65.
www.ocmconcepts.com
_______________________4/12
A$1,500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No Experience
Required. Free information pack-
et. Call 202-452-5942.
________________________5/4
Smith House, a 16-bed group
home in Charleston, is looking for
a supervisor to assist the
QMRP/Director with day to day
operations serving persons with
developmental disabilities. Hours
M-F noon-8 p.m. Strong possibil-
ity of advancing to the QMRP
position in May if the applicant
has degree and experience.
Excellent benefits. Apply by call-
ing 345-2922, or sending resume
to Administrator, 675 Castle
Drive, Charleston, IL 61920 EOE.
_______________________3/12
ACCEPTING APPLICATION
/NOW HIRING: Responsible indi-
viduals to work in a residential
facility. Full and part time avail-
able. Flexible scheduling. 4, 6,
and 8 hour shifts. STARTING
SALARIES:*CNAs/Habilitation
Aides $7.00 *Programmers $6.30
*Activity Aide $6.30 *Cooks and
cooks aides $6.30 *Shift supervi-
sors to monitor CNAs/Habilitation
Aides day and evening Shifts
$7.20. BENEFITS: (for full time)
Life, Health, Dental insurance,
401K retirement program, paid
vacations, sick days, plus more.
Apply at 738 18th St. Charleston,
IL EOE. NO EXPERIENCE NEC-
ESSARY!  PAID CERTIFICATION
TRAINING PROGRAM-EARN
WHILE YOU LEARN.
_______________________3/16
HELP WANTED!  Looking for
part-time help with Quark or
PageMaker experience. Also
have part-time positions open for
shipping and packaging. Call
345-9194.
________________________3/9
HOPE HOUSE AND THE ARCO-
LA CILA HAVE HOUSEKEEPING
POSITIONS AVAILABLE. WE
ALSO HAVE PARTIME WEEK-
END HOURS AND A WEEKEND
MI-8. MUST BE 18. APPLY AT
106 E. 2ND SOUTH ST., ARCO-
LA OR CALL 268-3732.
________________________3/4
STUDENT HOUSES, 3-5 bed-
room, Avail. Aug. Ideal for girls,
good location, great condition,
laundry, No pets. 345-7286.
________________________5/4
Best Value! Furnished 2 br and 3
br , Near Campus, 10 mth. Lease.
$250 each for 2 and $200 each for
3. 348-0288.
________________________3/4
STUDENT APTS., 1,2 and 3 bed-
room, great location, nice apts,
good condition, reasonably
priced, off-street parking, some
with laundry, No Pets. 345-7286
________________________5/4
3 Bedroom house for rent.
Furnished, ample parking has
washer & dryer. 5 students.
$1200 per month.
_______________________3/10
3 Bedroom House, Brand new 2
bedroom/2 bathroom apt., 1 bed-
room apt. 348-5032.
________________________5/4
AVAILABLE FOR FALL ‘99. 1, 2,
& 3 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENTS. GREAT LOCA-
TION. 345-6000.
________________________5/4
NICE 1 BDRM APT FOR 2 PER-
SONS. FURNISHED
$440/MONTH. 1 BLOCK NORTH
OF O’BRIEN FIELD. CALL
HOWARD. 348-7653.
________________________5/4
McArthur Manor apartments. 2
bedroom furnished. No pets. Call
345-2231.
________________________5/4
1, 2, 3, BEDROOM APTS. AVAIL-
ABLE. CALL OLDETOWNE.
345-6533.
________________________5/4
Atrium 3 BR Apts. Only 3 Blocks
from Campus. Just a few left.
345-5022.
________________________5/4
2 BR apartment. All utilities paid.
NO PETS!!  NO PARTIES!! 11 1/2
month lease. $470/month. 345-
6759. Leave a message.
________________________ 5/4
AVAILABLE NOW THRU JULY 31,
1999-BRAND NEW 3BR
DUPLEX. (RENTED FOR FALL
1999). Has all the amenities,
water/trash paid. $750/mo. 820
Lincoln Ave. 348-7746.
________________________5/4
Women Only-Rooms for Rent
1808 Ninth Street. Fully Furn.
Utilities incl. Opening for
Fall/Spring. $230 mo.
Intersession/Summer $175 mo.
House: 345-5705/Pat Novak
(603) 789-3772.
_______________________3/19
ABOVE Z’S MUSIC (SQUARE),
LARGE, BEAUTIFUL, 1 & 2 BED-
ROOM APTS. FOR FALL 1999. 1
YR. LEASE. NO PETS. 345-
2616.
_______________________3/19
Furnished 4 bedroom, 1250
square feet, parking, laundry, low-
utilities, available Fall and Spring
‘99/00. (Also available Summer
‘99)  $205 per bedroom, 10 or 12
month lease, 6 blocks North of
Hardee’s phone Dawn 345-8893.
________________________3/9
Large 3 bedroom furnished apart-
ment available for 99-00 school
year. Call 345-3664 after 4:00
p.m.
________________________3/5
Nice, completely furnished apart-
ments for 3 or 4 people. Trash
pickup, off street parking, laundry
room, Available August 1. Call
349-8824
_______________________3/22
98-99 School year nice home for 5
girls 1 block from Old Main. Nice
home for 4 girls near Old Main.
348-8406.
________________________5/4
2 Br. Apts. for 2 tenants. 10 & 12
month leases. As low as $420
incl. CATV, water. C21 Wood, Jim
Wood, 345-4489.
________________________3/2
RENTAL SUPERMARKET. Apts.
for 1,2 or 3. Pick up our list at
1512 A Street, C21 Wood, Jim
Wood, broker.
________________________3/2
Seeking well-organized, efficient,
good-student types for 3BR high
efficiency apt. $170 each for a
threesome. 345-4489, C21
Wood, Jim Wood.
________________________3/2
1 Bdrm Apartments. Lease and
security deposit required. No
Pets. Call 348-0392.
________________________3/9
ALL UTILITIES PAID!  1 BR Apts.
avail. FALL 99. NO PETS!  NO
PARTIES!  $385. 345-6759 Leave
Message.
________________________5/4
One and two bedroom furnished
apartments, 10 month lease.
Trash and water included. 345-
5048.
_______________________3/12
On the square, large apartment
w/loft & sky light. 3 people $287
each, 4 people $215 each. Water,
trash, & heat paid. Call 348-7733.
________________________3/3
NOW SHOWING!  2 & 3 bedroom
apartments close to campus.
Best deals for fall. Call CAMPUS
RENTALS 345-3100 between 3-9
p.m.
_______________________3/12
Sublessor Needed Immediately
for 2 Rm. Apartments 3 Blocks
From Campus. For Info Call 348-
3934.
________________________3/2
3 bedroom house near campus.
Washer & dryer 345-6093.
________________________3/3
Nice house for Rent, near square
(and Bus Stop) 3 bedroom $750,
5 bedroom $1050. Call 345-2730
________________________3/5
5 Bedroom, 3 bath house w/
washer and dryer and central air.
4 Bedroom house, washer, dryer,
and dishwasher also available for
99-00. 1,2,3 bedroom apts. still
available. Call 345-5088.
________________________5/4
2 Bedroom apts. Fully furnished
across from Buzzard Building.
Just Call 348-0157 for appoint-
ment.
_______________________5/4
Need 1 Sublessor for 3 bedroom,
2 bath remolded apartment.
Water and trash paid.
$240/month. Ask for Josh -
(847)490-1423.
_______________________3/5
Sublessor needed. Own bed-
room, one housemate. Next to
campus call 815-485-8710.
_______________________3/15
Sublessor needed for summer.
Own bedroom. Close to campus.
Call Megan 345-5040.
_______________________2/28
Sublessors needed. Large 2
Bedroom apt. close to campus,
May thru August. Call 348-0652
anytime.
_______________________3/12
3 roommates needed for 3 bdrm
apt. on 1st St. 3-month occupan-
cy (summer)  Call 348-8395.
_______________________3/3
Female sublessor needed until
May 31, 1999. Nice large house
all the extras. Please call 345-
7356 or 345-5088 M  -  F 9-5 pm.
_______________________3/4
Sublessor needed May-July for 1
bedroom Apt. located on the
square. Fully furnished, big win-
dows, hard wood floors, all utilities
paid except phone. $375/month.
Call 345-6491.
_______________________3/12
It pays to advertise in the Daily
Eastern News Classifieds. Place
your ads today.
_____________________OO/HA
AKC Chocolate lab puppies.
Ready 3/7/99. Now taking orders.
Also, stud service available. (217)
873-5173.
________________________3/3
Think Spring!  10 tans for $25.
Tropi Tan 618 W. Lincoln. 348-
8263. Gift Certificates Available.
_______________________3/12
Thanks to all the sororities who
competed in TKE Serve It Up.
Don’t forget about the function
9:00 p.m. Wednesday at the Elks
Lodge.
_______________________3/3
Congratulations to Jody Pauley,
Patty Alpeter, and Jamie Gack of
Alpha Sigma Tau on their excel-
lent awards given this past week-
end.
_______________________3/2
Congratulations to the following
on their Alpha Sigma Tau
Outstanding Awards, Senior: Jody
Pauley, Junior: Melissa Mikus,
Sophomore: April Carretto, and
Freshman: Lindsay Yoder.
_______________________3/2
Congratulations to Michelle on
getting lavaliered to Jason of
Delta Sigma Phi at Purdue!
_______________________3/2
Friendly Domesticated Rabbit;
potty trained; needs good home.
$15 O.B.O. 345-6491.
_______________________3/2
Congratulations to ESA, ASA, and
Alpha Phi on finishing first, sec-
ond, and third in the TKE Serve It
Up.
________________________3/2
Need papers typed?  Call Karyn
345-4211. Low prices.
________________________3/5
BIKES-BIKES-BIKES & MORE.
Large selection - low prices. Shop
and compare. OAKLEY’S 2601
Marshall, Mattoon. Open Tuesday
- Saturday.
_______________________3/31
Nee Cash?  Sell your unwanted
items in the Daily Eastern News.
Ads can be placed in Buzzard.
Get those ads in today for some
extra cash tomorrow.
_____________________OO/HA
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PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and
events will be printed. All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by  NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may  be edited for available space.
The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: o Yes o No
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
25 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 20cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 4 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
THE COUNSELING CENTER. Life Skills Workshop on Wed., Mar.
3, 1999 at 7:00 p.m. in the Grand Ballroom, MLK Union. “The
Impact of Sexual Assault” presented by SACIS, Coles County Mental
Health & EIU Police Dept. This workshop will focus on developing
an understanding and empathy for all individuals impacted by sexual
assault.
PEOPLE ORGANIZED FOR WOMEN’S EQUALITY & RIGHTS.
GENDERLESS DAY on Mar. 2 all day in Coleman & Women’s
Resource Center. Recognize gender stereotypes & speak out for
equal rights for all people.
CIRCLE K. Meeting and officer elections on Tues., Mar. 2 at 7:00
p.m. in Martinsville Room. Please come tonight we are voting on
officers for next year.
LSF-IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CHURCH. Bible Study on Tues.,
Mar. 2 at 6:00 p.m. in the Immanuel Student Center. Come for a fun
in depth bible study on chapters 9 and 10 of Romans. Questions?
E-mail Cheryl at cuclw3@hotmail.com!
PEOPLE ORGANIZED FOR WOMEN’S EQUALITY AND RIGHTS.
Weekly Meeting on Mar. 2, 1999 at 6 p.m. in the Effingham Room.
Final prep for Genderless Day, stimulating thought, everyone wel-
come.
PHI BETA LAMBDA. Meeting on 3/2 at 6:00 p.m. in LH 119. Will
be discussing a lot about upcoming State Leadership Conference.
IFC. Meeting on Mar. 2 at 6:00 p.m. in the Arcola/Tuscola Room in
University Union. 5:00 p.m. meeting for executive board.
ECONOMICS CLUB. Meeting today at 3:30 pm in CH207.
CampusClips
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM BY MIKE PETERS
By Kristin Rojek
Staff writer
After finishing up an outstanding basket-
ball season, junior center Leah Aldrich was
named First Team All-Ohio Valley
Conference and tied for runner up as the
OVC Player of the Year.
This season she had a career-high 36
points against against Western Illinois along
with five other 30-plus point games, ending
the season scoring 31 points against
Southeast Missouri.
“Each year you grow as a player,”
Aldrich said. “Last year I was Second-Team
material and this year I was First-Team
material.”
Tennessee-Martin’s leading scorer,
Zabrina Harris, was named OVC Player of
the Year, followed by Aldrich, tying for run-
ner-up.
“I wasn’t surprised that Zabrina Harris
was named Player of the Year,” Aldrich said.
“She was averaging the points and her team
was winning.”
While she fell short of her preseason goal
to be Player of the Year, Aldrich is still hold-
ing hopes for next year. She was able to be a
consistent scorer for the Panthers, but next
year she would like to be a consistent
rebounding player as well.
“I don’t think that I accomplished as
many goals as I wanted to,” Aldrich said.
“Last year I was more well-rounded and
played better defense, but this year I was
more well-rounded in shooting.”
Last year Aldrich finished third in
rebounding, but this season her concentra-
tion was on scoring. As the leading scorer in
the OVC, averaging 21.4 points per game,
she is ranked 15th nationally and still man-
aged to finish sixth in the OVC in free throw
shooting, rebounding, and blocked shots.
She also finished eighth in field goal per-
centage.
“Anytime I worked hard, I could score,
but it depended on my energy level and stay-
ing in shape,” Aldrich said. 
Aldrich was also the only player for
Eastern to start in all 26 games. Next season
she is looking to work toward accomplish-
ing all her goals and the offseason will help
her build her strength.
“I need to get stronger and get into better
running shape,” Aldrich said. “I want to be a
basketball player rather than a post player.”
Working on her outside game isn’t all
that Aldrich will be concentrating on.
“If everyone grows as a basketball team,
the atmosphere will be better,” Aldrich said. 
Aldrich earns First-Team All-OVC honor
Scoring wasn’t a problem for center this year, but next year’s goal is to be a better rebounder
Indoor Championships is seeded eighth, but that doesn’t
bother the  junior college All-American.
“I raced him tough at conference, but he just edged me
out,” he said. “If it were a 60-meter race, I would have
edged him out at the finish, because I came on strong near
the line.”
Since the OVC Championships is a 55-meter race, Akers
said the extra five meters may help Spezia at nationals.
“He always finishes strong,” Akers said. “What he needs
to do is get out clean and clear that first barrier.”
Spezia played wide receiver for the Eastern football
team this past fall, which he said has helped him in his
sprinting, but may have hindered him come outdoor track
season.
“I played about half of the year,” the two-sport athlete
said. 
“I sprinted a lot and I lifted a lot of weights, but I missed
fall training, and that may hurt me outdoors.”
Eastern wasn’t Spezia’s first choice out of high school,
but becoming a Panther may have made the difference in
him becoming a nationally recognized hurdler.
“There was a coaching change at Illinois State, and I was
left without a coach there for a while,” Spezia said. “The
coach they brought in didn’t know as much about the hur-
dles as the previous coach did. So I took one year off, and I
had to get my associates degree at Danville to go to a
Division I school.”
“I came to Eastern mainly because coach (Akers) knows
the hurdles, and a lot of my family members came here.”
Seniors Cameron Mabry and Chad White both prelimi-
nary qualified for the meet, but neither made the final cuts
in their respective events.
“Chad has had his heart set on it,” Akers said. “He has
worked hard to get here, and work even harder to get (to the
NCAA’s) outdoors.”
Spezia
from Page 12
Junior hurdler
Gabe Spezia
goes over a
hurdle during
practice earlier
this season. His
performance
during the Ohio
Valley
Conference track
meet earned him
a spot at the
NCAA Indoor
Championships
in the 60-meter
hurdles. Spezia
is the first
Panther to qualify
for the indoor
meet since
Obadiah Cooper
did it in 1992.
Deanna
McIntyre / 
Photo editor
Weird megaphone man says:
Advertise.
If you don’t, I will scream in your
ear until you go deaf.
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“The Impact of Sexual Assault”
This workshop will focus on developing an understanding
and empathy for all individuals impacted by sexual
assault.
SACIS, Coles County Mental Health & EIU Police
Department
Wednesday, March 3, 1999 7:00p.m. Grand Ballroom,
MLK Union
Sponsored by the Counseling Center
We got wings!
KITCHEN IS OPEN!
Hot wings only 25¢ each
(dine-in only)
EVERY TUESDAY!
served with ranch dressing
(regularly basket of 6 for $3.00)
monday - thursday 7pm-11pm - friday - saturday 5pm-11pm
W e d .  i s  O p e n  M i c  N i g h t
$2 Import
Bottles
Sell your junk in the
Classifieds...it’s gotta be
worth somethin’ to
someone!
Place an ad in the Daily Eastern
News today and have some
moola for the weekend.
Baseball team seeks first victory
By Jay Munson
Staff writer
After suffering three consecutive
losses to the Arkansas Razorbacks
over the weekend, the Panther base-
ball team looks to bounce back
today as it travels to Saint Louis
University to face the Billikens at 3
p.m.
Eastern will look to get on the
winning track against St. Louis
behind the pitching of freshman
Doug Steinkuehler who will be
making his first start of the season.   
Coach Jim Schmitz said
Steinkuehler threw three good
innings in relief against Arkansas,
despite giving up quite a few runs. 
“He did a good job, unfortunate-
ly, we couldn’t catch the ball when
he was on the mound,” said
Schmitz.  “He has a chance of hav-
ing a good career here at Eastern.”
Overall, Schmitz said he liked
the way his team competed in
Arkansas and has nothing but posi-
tive things to say about his team.
“We competed well. Sure, we
booted balls and made poor mis-
takes with runners in scoring posi-
tion, but you have to expect that in
the first few games of the season,”
Schmitz said. “Arkansas is a really
good team. They threw some good
pitchers at us and we never got on
track hitting-wise.”
Junior shortstop David Mikes,
who injured a big toe in the first
game in Arkansas, will not be able
to play in today and junior David
Stone will start in his place.  
Schmitz says he doesn’t expect
to make any more adjustments
before the game with St. Louis.
“We feel like we’ve got a good
chance of winning a lot of games
with the lineup we’ve got,” Schmitz
said. “Hopefully we can learn from
our mistakes in Arkansas and stay
upbeat for the remainder of the sea-
son.”
After winning its first game of
the season, with a victory over
Murray State, the Billikens come
into the game on a five-game losing
streak.  
St. Louis’ losses have come to
Murray State, who defeated them in
the last two games of their season
opening three-game series, and
Tennessee Tech, who swept the
Billikens last weekend.
Panthers travel to St. Louis and take on 1-5 Billiken squad
Eastern (0-3) at St. Louis (1-5)
3 p.m.
Projected Panther starting lineup
SS David Stone
CF Sean Lyons
3RD BASE Matt Marzec
RF Brian Hantosh
1ST BASE Mark Tomse
LF Keith Laski
C Ryan Bridgewater
DH Adam Bahot
2ND BASE Josh Landon
Starting Pitcher – Doug Steinkuehler
Lacey Buidosik / Associate photo editor
Junior Panther pitcher Matt Gage fires some pitches Monday afternoon during practice. Eastern is currently 0-3 after a rocky
start against Arkansas over the weekend, but looks to bounce back at 3 p.m. today with a road game against St. Louis.
Men’s
tennis
improves
After two 7-0
losses, team
bounces back
By Kyle Bauer 
Associate sports editor
The scores may not have indi-
cated it, but Panther tennis team
had a successful opening week-
end of play.
Eastern (1-2) opened up with
three matches over the weekend
against tough competition from
the University of Memphis,
Southwest Missouri State and St.
Louis University.
Eastern earned its first victory
of the young season, after drop-
ping its first two, the Panthers
defeated St. Louis to earn their
first victory of the season.
The Panthers split the singles
matches and won two of the
three doubles contests to secure
the win.
“We matched up well against
St. Louis,” head coach Marla
Reid said. “St. Louis and our
team are more equal in abilities
than the two matches prior. We
played  really hard and
improved.”
The weekend started out
rough for the Panthers, losing to
Memphis 7-0.
“We just got outplayed,” Reid
said. “They had an aggressive
type of play. It was our first
match of the spring season and
we came up short and got out-
played.
Things did not get much bet-
ter for the Panthers Saturday
morning as they were once again
shut out 7-0, this time by
Southwest Missouri.
“The guys were on the defen-
sive,” Reid said. “They were
going against guys that were big
and strong hitters.”
Even though the Panthers
only came away with one win on
the weekend, there were some
positives they could take from
the matches.
“It was about what I expect-
ed,” Reid said. “We knew the cal-
iber of play. They were interna-
tional students with literally
international experience. This
was a great opportunity to play
good caliber teams. These are a
couple of the strongest teams we
will see all year.”
Probably one of the most
impressive things from the week-
end was that the team was able to
improve in only a day and a
half’s time.
“I saw our play improve from
the first match,” Reid said. “We
went from making a lot of
unforced errors to playing more
consistently.”
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Scoreboard
Today
3:00 p.m. – Baseball at St. Louis
Wednesday
12:30 p.m. – Men’s/Women’s Tennis at
Chicago State 
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W       L      GB 
Orlando                     11        4            -
Miami                     9      4          1
New York                        9         5           1.5
Philadelphia                9        5         1.5
Boston            6    6    3.5
Washington           4     8      5.5
New Jersey                3       10         7
Central Division 
Indiana                          9         4               –
Atlanta                        8        6           1.5
Detroit                          8        6           1.5
Milwaukee 6         5                 2
Cleveland                     5        7           3.5
Toronto                      4       8         4.5
Charlotte                 3       9        5.5
Chicago                 3     10         6
WESTERN CONFERENCE 
Midwest Division 
W       L       GB 
Utah                          11     2  –
Minnesota        8   5      3
Houston          8   6       3
San Antonio              6      8          4.5
Vancouver        4   9      7
Dallas                         5     10             7
Denver           5   9     7.5
Pacific Division  
Portland           9   3      –
Seattle                             8       4              2
Phoenix                   8    5        1.5
L.A. Lakers            9    6      1.5
Golden State               6    7          3.5
Sacramento               6    7         3.5
L.A. Clippers              0   12          9
*Late games not included
Monday’s Results
New Jersey 99, Boston 97
Philadelphia 104, Washington 91
Charlotte 91, Totonto 88
New York 85, Cleveland 78
Orlando 70, Atlanta 67
Phoenix 91, Los Angeles 97
*Seattle at Sacramento
Today’s Games
Denver at Indiana, 7 p.m.
Wash.at  Atlanta(at Georgia Tech),7:30 p.m.
Boston at Cleveland, 7:30 p.m.
Milwaukee at New Jersey, 7:30 p.m
New York at Miami, 8 p.m.
Golden State at Minnesota, 8 p.m.
L.A. Clippers at Dallas, 8:30 p.m.
Detroit at Chicago, 8:30 p.m.
San Antonio at Houston, 8:30 p.m.
Utah at Portland, 10 p.m.
Sacrameno at Vancouver, 10 p.m.
Philadephila 104,
Washington 91
PHILADELPHIA (104) – Lynch 5-10
0-0 10, Ratliff 2-5 2-2 6, Geiger 8-13
2-3 18, Iverson 13-24 11-14 38,
Snow 1-3 1-4 3, Grant 0-3 0-0 0,
Hughes 6-10 1-2 13, McKie 1-4 0-0
2, Mohammed 3-4 2-2 8, T.Thomas
3-6 0-2 6, Mahorn 0-0 0-0 0, Shaw
0-1 0-0 0. Totals 42-83 19-29 104.
WASHINGTON (91) – Howard 7-12
7-8 21, Thorpe 7-8 5-7 19, Davis 1-
1 0-0 2, Richmond 4-15 9-9 17,
Strickland 3-9 2-2 8, Whitney 4-6 0-
0 8, Wallace 1-3 0-2 2, Murray 1-7
0-0 2, Cheaney 2-5 0-0 4, White 0-
0 1-2 1, McInnis 1-3 1-2 3, Jackson
2-2 0-0 4. Totals 33-71 25-32 91.
Philadelphia 29 25 26 24 – 104 
Washington   20 22 24 25 –  91 
3-Point Goals – Philadelphia 1-7
(Iverson 1-4, McKie 0-1, T.Thomas 
0-2), Washington 0-9 (Whitney 0-1,
McInnis 0-1, Cheaney 0-2, Murray 
0-2, Richmond 0-3). Fouled out –
None. Rebounds – Philadelphia 55 
(Lynch 10), Washington 41
(Howard, Thorpe, Wallace 8).
Assists – Philadelphia 26 (Snow 7),
Washington 23 (Strickland 8).
Total fouls – Philadelphia 27,
Washington 22.A –13,814 (20,674).
New Jersey 99,
Boston 97
NEW JERSEY (99)  – Gill 9-16 5-6
23, Van Horn 9-23 2-4 20, Williams
3-6 4-6 10, Murdock 2-6 6-6 11,
Kittles 9-15 0-0 20, McIlvaine 1-3 0-
0 2, D.Jones 1-3 2-2 5, Gatling 3-6
0-1 6, Burrell 1-5 0-0 2. Totals 
38-83 19-25 99.
BOSTON (97)  – Walker 8-21 2-2
21, Pierce 8-16 2-4 20, Battie 6-8 0-
0 12, Mercer 5-16 5-6 15, Anderson
7-15 2-3 16, McCarty 0-1 0-0 0,
Barros 2-5 0-0 5, DeClercq 3-4 2-4
8, Bowen 0-1 0-0 0, P.Jones 0-2 0-
0 0, Riley 0-0 0-0 0.Totals 39-89 13-
19 97.
New Jersey 27 21 26 25 – 99 
Boston     21 20 30 26 – 97 
3-Point Goals – New Jersey 4-11
(Kittles 2-3, Murdock 1-1, D.Jones 
1-3, Burrell 0-1, Van Horn 0-3),
Boston 6-13 (Walker 3-5, Pierce 
2-5, Barros 1-3). Fouled out –
Williams. Rebounds – New Jersey
56 (Williams 16), Boston 51 (Pierce
9). Assists – New Jersey 24 (Kittles 
8), Boston 23 (Walker 6). Total fouls
– New Jersey 22, Boston 21.
A – 17,747 (18,624).
Charlotte 91,
Toronto 88
TORONTO (88)  – V.Carter 6-14 3-
4 15, Oakley 4-8 0-0 8, Willis 4-9 0-
0 8, Christie 6-12 2-3 15, A.Williams
1-5 0-0 2, Jo.Thomas 0-0 0-0 0, 
D.Brown 5-9 0-0 15, Wallace 3-7 6-
8 12, McGrady 3-5 3-4 11, Slater 
1-3 0-0 2. Totals 33-72 14-19 88.
CHARLOTTE (91)  – Reid 9-16 2-6
20, Person 3-8 1-2 8, Coleman 9-15
4-7 24, Wesley 8-18 4-5 21, Phills
2-10 5-6 10, Burton 0-1 0-0 0, Davis
1-2 0-0 2, C.Brown 0-2 0-0 0, Miller
2-4 0-0 4, Shackelford 1-2 0-0 2.
Totals 35-78 16-26 91.
Toronto   22 20 15 31 – 88 
Charlotte 25 23 22 21 – 91 
3-Point Goals – Toronto 8-14
(D.Brown 5-8, McGrady 2-2,
Christie 1-2, V.Carter 0-2),
Charlotte 5-15 (Coleman 2-2, Phills
1-2, Wesley 1-4, Person 1-5,
C.Brown 0-1, Davis 0-1). Fouled out
– None. Rebounds – Toronto 46
(Wallace 10), Charlotte 51
(Coleman 12). Assists – Toronto 19
(A.Williams 6), Charlotte 22
(Wesley 7). Total fouls – Toronto 26,
Charlotte 19. Technicals – V.Carter.
A – 18,039 (23,799).
Orlando 70, Atlanta 67
ATLANTA (67)  – Ellis 6-14 3-5 15,
Long 1-7 2-2 4, Mutombo 7-14 9-12
23, Corbin  5-13 0-0 11, Blaylock 2-
15 3-4 8, Johnson 1-2 2-2 4,
McLeod 0-2 0-0  0, West 1-1 0-0 2,
Crawford 0-1 0-0 0. Totals 23-69 19-
25 67.
ORLANDO (70)   – Grant 2-7 0-0 4,
Outlaw 1-3 2-2 4, Austin 4-14 3-4
11, Anderson  7-16 0-1 15,
Hardaway 5-14 9-12 19, Harpring
2-5 0-0 4, Doleac 2-5  0-0 4,
Armstrong 2-10 0-2 5, Strong 0-1 0-
0 0, D.Wilkins 1-3 2-2 4. Totals 26-
78 16-23 70.
Atlanta 17 21 16 13 – 67  
Orlando 25 15  8 22 – 70  
3-Point Goals – Atlanta 2-7 (Corbin
1-3, Blaylock 1-4), Orlando  2-15
(Armstrong 1-6, Anderson 1-7,
Hardaway 0-1, D.Wilkins 0-1).
Fouled out – Outlaw. Rebounds –
Atlanta 53 (Mutombo 12), Orlando
58  (Hardaway 10). Assists_Atlanta
11 (Blaylock 5), Orlando 16
(Hardaway 9). Total fouls – Atlanta
20, Orlando 23.Technicals – Atlanta
coach Wilkens.A – 15,359 (17,248).
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division 
Pts  GF  GA 
Philadelphia    73    187   137 
New  Jersey    74     181   153
Pittsburgh    71   184  159 
N.Y. Rangers    57      169    171
N.Y. Islanders     45        143     183 
Northeast Division 
Pts  GF  GA 
Ottawa          74     170     128 
Toronto    73  194  176 
Buffalo    68  163  132 
Boston    60  154  140 
Montreal   56  144  158 
Southeast Division 
Pts  GF  GA 
Carolina           66       160      154 
Florida    60  153  159 
Washington  53  149  156 
Tampa  Bay    31     123    214 
WESTERN CONFERENCE       
Central Division 
Pts  GF  GA 
Detroit    68  183  158 
St. Louis     60    165    151 
Nashville     48    141   193 
Chicago    42   136   96 
Northwest Division 
Pts  GF  GA 
Colorado   68  163  147 
Edmonton   55  164  156 
Calgary    52  155  174 
Vancouver   47  148  189 
Pacific Division 
Pts  GF   GA 
Dallas     85  171    116 
Phoenix   70  149   136
Anaheim    63   164    150 
San  Jose    54     135      144 
Los  Angeles    51       140          162 
Monday’s Results
San Jose at Calgary.
Edmonton at Colorado
Today’s Games
Phoenix at Boston, 7 p.m.
Philadelphia at Montreal, 7 p.m.
Ottawa at N.Y. Islanders, 7:30 p.m.
Dallas at N.Y. Rangers, 7:30 p.m.
Washington at Tampa Bay, 7:30 p.m.
St. Louis at Nashville, 8 p.m.
NFL Calendar
March 14-18 – Annual meeting,
Phoenix.
April 12  –  Signing period ends for
restricted free agents.
April 16  –  Deadline for old club to exer-
cise right of first refusal to restricted free
agents.
April 17-18  –  Draft, New York.
May 24-26  –  Spring meeting, Atlanta.
June 1  –  Deadline for old clubs to
send tender to unsigned restricted free
agents or to extend qualifying offer to
retain exclusive negotiating rights.
June 15  –  Deadline for old clubs to
withdraw original qualifying offer to
unsigned restricted free agents and still
retain exclusive negotiating rights by
substituting tender of 110 percent of
previous year’s salary.
July 15  –  Signing period ends at 4 p.m
(EDT) for unrestricted free agents who
received June 1 tender.
Sept. 12  –  Regular season begins.
2000 
Jan. 3  –  Regular season ends.
Jan. 8-9  –  Wild card weekend.
Jan. 15-16  –  Divisional playoffs.
Jan.23  –  Conference championships.
Jan. 30  –  Super Bowl, Atlanta.
BASEBALL
DURHAM, N.C. (AP) – The Top 25 col-
lege baseball teams as determined by
the staff of Baseball America magazine
with records through Feb. 28
1. Florida  State  
2. Rice 
3. Miami  
4. Texas  A&M  
5. North  Carolina  
6. Stanford  
7. Long  Beach  State  
8. Arizona  State 
9. Auburn  
10. Louisiana  State 
11. Florida  
12. Texas 
13. Wichita  State 
14. Pepperdine 
15. Florida  International 
16. Georgia  Tech 
17. Cal  State  Fullerton
18. Texas  Tech 
19. Clemson  
20. Oklahoma  State  
21. Alabama 
22. Baylor 
23. Mississippi  State  
24. Houston 
25. Wake  Forest 
Men’s Basketball
Monday’s Results
Florida A&M 68, Howard 46
Oral Roberts 72, Youngstown St. 58
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP) – The 1999
Conference USA all-league 
selections, announced Monday.
First Team 
Gee Gervin, Houston 
Kenyon Martin, Cincinnati 
Pete Mickeal, Cincinnati 
Quentin Richardson, DePaul 
Galen Young, UNC-Charlotte 
Second Team 
Melvin Levett, Cincinnati 
Neil Reed, Southern Miss 
Omar Sneed, Memphis 
Fred Williams, UAB 
B.B.Waldon, South Florida 
Third Team 
Nate Johnson, Louisville 
Cameron Murray, Louisville 
Alex Sanders, Louisville 
Lance Williams, DePaul 
Kenny Younger, Houston
Big Ten Men’s Basketball Tournament
Thursday’s First Round Games 
No. 8 Northwestern (14-12) vs. No. 9
Penn State (13-13), 1 p.m.
No. 7 Purdue (19-11) vs. No. 10
Michigan (11-18), 3:30 p.m.
No. 6. Minnesota (17-9) vs. No. 11
Illinois (11-17), 6 p.m.
Friday’s Second Round Games 
No. 4 Wisconsin (21-8) vs. No. 5 Iowa
(18-8), 11:30 a.m.
No. 1 Michigan St. (26-4) vs. Game 1
winner, 2 p.m.
No. 2 Ohio State (22-7) vs. Game 2
winner, 6:30 p.m.
No. 3 Indiana (22-9) vs. Game 3 win
-ner, 9 p.m.
Saturday’s Semifinals
Game 8, 1:30 p.m.
Game 9, about 3:45 p.m.
Sunday’s Championship
Semifinal winners, 2 p.m.
Women’s Basketball
Monday’s Results
Norfolk St. 69, Bethune Cookman 62
Oral Roberts 83, Valparaiso 62
Bringham Young 78, Tulsa 59
Youngstown 80, Southern Utah 63
North Carolina A&T 59, S.Carolina 50
St. Joseph’s (PA) 85, Xavier 73
St. Francis 88, Monmouth 76
TCU 67, Texas El Paso 58
Connecticut 77, Georgetown 42
Purdue 80, Illinios 76
Purdue 80, Illinois 76
ILLINOIS (18-11)  – Catchings 11-16 4-
5 26, Blauser 7-14 2-3 16, Sheeler 5-
10 0-0 10, Parker 0-5 0-0 0, Curtin 9-12
2-3 24, Guarneri 0-2 0-0 0, Vana 0-1 0-
0 0, Martin 0-0 0-0 0.Totals 32-60 8-11
76.
PURDUE (28-1)  – White-McCarty 11-
22 6-6 31, Duhart 1-1 1-3 3, Cooper 4-
7 0-0 8, Figgs 4-9 4-4 14, Douglas 8-17
3-5 20, Komara 1-5 1-2 3, Crawford 
0-0 1-2 1, Young 0-1 0-0 0.Totals 29-62
16-22 80.
Halftime – Purdue 44, Illinois 38. 3-
Point goals – Illinois 4-8 
(Curtin 4-4, Sheeler 0-1, Parker 0-3),
Purdue 6-22 (White-McCarty 3-8,
Figgs 2-6, Douglas 1-3, Young 0-1,
Komara 0-4). Fouled out – Curtin.
Rebounds – Illinois 31 (Sheeler 11),
Purdue 34 (Douglas 11). Assists –
Illinois 18 (Guarneri 5), Purdue 15
(Figgs 6). Total fouls – Illinois 19,
Purdue 14. A – 6,459.
BASEBALL 
National League 
SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS – Named
Dr. William Montgomery team physi-
cian.
Atlantic League 
SOMERSET PATRIOTS – Signed SS
Ken Arnold and LHP Carlos Pulido.
Named Rob Patton director of tickets.
Northern League 
WATERBURY SPIRIT – Named David
Rodriguez director of group sales.
Texas-Louisiana League 
RIO GRANDE VALLEY WHITEW-
INGS – Signed 1B Eric Chavez.
BASKETBALL 
United States Basketball League 
NEW JERSEY SHORECATS – Traded
Kwan Johnson to the Pennsylvania 
ValleyDawgs for a third round draft pick.
GULF COAST SUN DOGS – Named
Amanda Raitz director of public rela-
tions and marketing.
FOOTBALL 
National Football League 
NEW YORK GIANTS – Signd WR
Chris Ortiz.
Canadian Football League 
B.C.LIONS – Signed WR Jimmy Oliver
on Monday.
SASKATCHEWAN ROUGHRIDERS –
Signed DB Michael Feagin.
TORONTO ARGONAUTS – Signed
RB Darren Joseph. Traded QB Kerwin
Bell and WR Reggie Swinton to
Winnipeg for RB Eric Blount and SB
Mitch Running.
HOCKEY
National Hockey League 
BUFFALO SABRES – Assigned F Erik
Rasmussen and D Jean-Luc Grand-
Pierre to Rochester of the AHL.
FLORIDA PANTHERS – Reassigned
D John Jakopin to New Haven of the 
AHL. Recalled F Viaceslav Butsayev
from Fort Wayne of the IHL.
American Hockey League 
LOWELL LOCK MONSTERS – Sent
LW Vashi Nedomansky to Grand
Rapids of the IHL.
WORCESTER ICECATS – Sent G
Dan Murphy to Peoria of the ECHL.
International Hockey League 
KANSAS CITY ICE BLADES –
Acquired LW Lonnie Loach from Long
Beach in exchange for future consider-
ations.
East Coast Hockey League 
PEE DEE PRIDE – Signed F Mike
Payne.
Western Professional Hockey League
WPHL – Suspended Austin D Shawn
Legault for two games, Corpus 
Christi D Shaun Peet for one game and
F Clint Collins indefinitely, 
Lake Charles G Scott Gait indefinitely,
New Mexico F Dean Shmyr for three
games, Odessa D Chris Morque for
one game and Shreveport D Jim Sprott
and F Andrew Power indefinitely.
ABILENE AVIATORS – Claimed D
Kelly Von Hiltgen off waivers from
Tupelo.
CORPUS CHRISTI ICERAYS –
Waived F Clint Collins. Placed RW
Brad Wingfield on injured reserve.
Signed F Paul Beaudoin.
FORT WORTH BRAHMAS – Signed
C Terry Menard. Placed RW Barry 
Cummins on the 14-day injured list.
Claimed F Seve Wagg off waivers.
WACO WIZARDS – Placed D John
Murphy on the 14-day injured list.
HORSE RACING 
American Quarter Horse Racing 
AQHA – Announced that M.C. Seward
and Denis Blake have accepted posi-
tions in the racing department.
SOCCER 
Major League Soccer 
D.C. UNITED – Announced that GK
Mark Simpson has been reassigned 
to the club.
LOS ANGELES GALAXY – Named
Sergio del Prado general manager.
USL Premier League 
BROOKLYN KNIGHTS – Re-signed D
Kevin Barrow, MF Jim Morris and MF 
Alexander Dixon to one-year contracts.
COLLEGE
AUGUSTANA – Announced the resig-
nation of Steve Yount, men’s basketball
coach.
CCNY – Named Dan Nigro men’s bas-
ketball coach.
FAIRLEIGH DICKINSON –
Announced that contract of Sharon
Manning Beverly, women’s basketball
coach, will not be renewed.
FLORIDA – Named John Hunt offen-
sive linemen coach.
MANHATTAN – Fired John Leonard,
men’s basketball coach.
SAINT LEO – Announced the resigna-
tion of Ted Owens, athletic director.
UNION – Named Brian Hill coach.
1962 – Wilt Chamberlain scores an
NBA-record 100 points to lead the
Philadelphia Warriors to a 169-147 tri-
umph over the New York Knicks in
Hershey, Pa. Chamberlain scores 59
second-half points and 28 points from
the free-throw line for records. Both
teams combine for 316 points to sur-
pass the record of 312 set by 
Boston-Minneapolis on Feb. 27, 1959.
1966  –  Chicago’s Bobby Hull becomes
the first NHL player to have 
two 50-goal seasons when he scores
his 50th in the Black Hawks’ 5-4 victory
over the Detroit Red Wings.
1969  –  Boston’s Phil Esposito
becomes the first NHL player to score
100 points in a season, scoring a goal in
the Bruins’ 4-0 victory over the
Pittsburgh Penguins.
1991  –  Del Ballard Jr. throws the most
famous gutter ball in PBA Tour history in
the finals of the Fair Lanes Open.
Ballard, needing just seven pins on his
last roll to beat Pete Weber, gets none
as his ball falls into the gutter. Weber
wins 213-207, claiming the $30,000
first prize, while Ballard takes $15,500.
EIU CALENDAR
On sale Today only
15% OFF
All Bootlegs
Choose from over
200 artists
Drink Specials
$1.25 Pucker & Sourball Shots
$1.50 16oz. Drafts
$2.25 Amaretto drinks
&
$3.25 Baltimore Zoos
Tuesday Lunch Special
Ribeye Sandwich w/ French
Fries, Side Salad......$5.25
Dinner Special
Chicken or beef stir fry,
side salad.....$6.25
345-7849
Express Lunch
Available
Open Sundays 11 am - 11 pm
Never a Cover
Dance Floor
with DJ
We now have Golden Tee
‘98 Tournament Edition
Compete Nationally, 
Win Prizes!Try our 
Soup & Sandwich 
of the Day
$3.50
Sell your junk in the
Classifieds...it’s gotta be
worth somethin’ to
someone!
Place an ad in the Daily Eastern
News today and have some
moola for the weekend.
Case closed. The numbers never
lie. Williams was the best hitter in
the majors last season. He hit .339.
That means for every ten times he
stepped up to the plate, he got a hit
about three and a half times.
One of the best hitters in major
league history was Ted Williams.
He was a career .344 hitter for the
Red Sox, with an on base percent-
age of .482. 
Williams is arguably one of the
best hitters to date and he only
reached base about half the time he
stepped up to the plate.
It has long been said that the
hardest thing to do in sports is hit a
baseball. The pitchers definitely
have the upper-hand.
A pitcher that throws a 90
m.p.h. fastball and can work the
plate successfully will overpower
any hitter.
With all the offensive weapons
the Panthers have returning this
year, the pressure is on the pitching
staff. 
As the success of the pitchers
go, so goes the rest of the team –
because as we just learned, good
pitching beats good hitting.
Bauer
from Page 12
Playful Sosa
joins Cubs
MESA, Ariz. (AP) – Well-
traveled and bulked up, Sammy
Sosa began a new season with
his familiar smile. Clowning
with teammates as fans lined the
practice field, he was obviously
pleased to be back. 
There is no pressure, he said,
to repeat his MVP season of a
year ago when he and Mark
McGwire recharged baseball
with the greatest home run derby
ever. 
“I just feel happy,’’ he said
after reporting to spring training
Monday. “Everybody is here
waiting for me. I love it. ... The
race with Mark was great – back
and forth. We were motivation
for each other. I just hope I can
continue doing the job. I don’t
know if I can have another year
like that, but you never know
what will happen.’’
McGwire won the home run
race 70-66, but Sosa helped the
Chicago Cubs reach the playoffs
by hitting .308 with 158 RBIs. If
pitchers don’t give him anything
to hit this year, Sosa said he’s
prepared. 
“Then I’ll go to first, take a
walk,’’ he said. “This is not
1998. We don’t need to go out
and break records anymore.’’
Sosa was enjoying himself,
cutting up with everyone from
the time he walked into the club-
house early Monday. But his
first day was not pain free. 
When a fan tossed a ball over
a high fence for Sosa to auto-
graph, it came as a surprise and
plopped on the head of the nor-
mally sure-handed right fielder. 
Thirteen IOC 
members await
ruling
LONDON (AP) – The fate of
at least 13 IOC members under
investigation in the Salt Lake
City scandal should be
announced by the end of the
week, the committee’s chief
investigator said Monday. 
Dick Pound said his five-
member commission was trying
to reach a consensus on all of the
cases and was now dealing with
an additional six IOC members
linked to the scandal by a Utah
ethics report. 
One commission member,
Jacques Rogge of Belgium, said
earlier Monday that recommen-
dations had been sent to IOC
president Juan Antonio
Samaranch after the panel’s
weekend hearings in Lausanne
Switzerland, but Pound said the
inquiry had not progressed that
far. 
“We hope to have our posi-
tion on each of these members
made clear and public by the end
of the week,’’ Pound said.
“Recommendations still have to
be made. We have talked about
these and are trying to reach a
consensus. We’re going to spend
much of the next two days on
this on a pretty concentrated
basis.’’
Berra visits
Yankees’ camp
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) – The
reconciliation between Yogi
Berra and George Steinbrenner
took another step forward
Monday, with Berra making
his first-ever appearance at the
New York Yankees’ Legends
Field complex. 
“It’s tremendous. It’s a great
feeling,’’ said Steinbrenner,
who wants Berra at the regular-
season home opener against
Detroit on April 9. “It makes it
a great spring,’’ Steinbrenner
said. “Now, if we can get Joe
D. (DiMaggio) to pull through,
it will (really be) a great
spring.’’
The Yankees’ owner escort-
ed Berra to the Yankees’ club-
house 25 minutes before an
intrasquad game. The Hall of
Fame catcher then sat between
manager Joe Torre and coach
Don Zimmer near the first-base
dugout for most of the game. 
The visit was another mile-
stone since Steinbrenner apolo-
gized two months ago for fir-
ing Berra as Yankees manager
in April 1985. 
Berra has not been back to
the ballpark for a Yankees
game since. 
“He called, he wanted to
apologize and he said the right
thing. If he didn’t, I wouldn’t
be here,’’ Berra said. 
He wouldn’t commit to the
home opener but made clear
he’s likely to appear.
“We’ll see what happens,’’
Berra said, adding, “Let’s keep
it a secret.’’
Dolphins acquire
Pro Bowler Gogan 
in trade with 49ers
SANTA CLARA, Calif. (AP)
– Guard Kevin Gogan, a Pro
Bowl selection in each of the
past two seasons for the San
Francisco 49ers, was traded
Monday to the Miami Dolphins. 
The 49ers, seeking more
maneuvering room under the
salary cap, were shopping
Gogan for several weeks and
received an undisclosed draft
choice from Miami. San
Francisco free safety Merton
Hanks, another former Pro
Bowler, also is on the trading
block. 
The dealing of Gogan is the
latest in a series of sweeping
personnel moves by the 49ers,
who began the offseason $28
million over the $57.3 million
cap. 
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ON THIS DAY
It is the age old question thatevery coach or general man-ager must answer before thestart of every new baseball
season – does good pitching beat
good hitting, or is the opposite
true?
Is there any correct way to
answer that question? It seems that
everyone has their own ideas on the
subject and it weighs heavily on
your personal coaching philosophy.
In the Panthers’ three-game set
with Arkansas over the weekend,
Eastern gave up a total of 35 runs. 
Of course the Panthers were
going up against a Razorback team
that is now on an eight-game win-
ning streak, is undefeated at home
and is close to being ranked in the
top 25.
So it appears that in this case
good hitting prevailed.
But what is true sometimes, is
not true all the time.
Case in point. Look at major
league baseball over the past few
years. Which teams have been the
most productive in the mid to late
‘90’s?
If you had to pick a candidate
from the National League it would
have to be the Atlanta Braves. And
the representative from the
American League would be the
New York Yankees.
The Braves have the best pitch-
ing staff in the majors. Any of the
five starters could go to any other
team in the league and be the ace
of the staff.
Last year the Braves’ top three
starters had three of the lowest
ERA’s around. Greg Maddux led
the way with the lowest ERA in
the majors (2.22). Tom Glavine
and John Smoltz were not far
behind occupying the third and
sixth spots, respectively.
And what about one of the
most productive offenses of recent
years. Last year’s Yankees had
three of the American League’s top
11 hitters.
Bernie Williams was tops in the
league, hitting .339, while Derek
Jeter (.324) and Paul O’Neill
(.317) were also among the league
leaders.
Both teams presented their case
well, each winning the World
Series. So if each team had success
using different philosophies, how
do you answer the question?
“Good pitching always shuts
down good hitting,” Panther head
coach Jim Schmitz said. “Good
hitters don’t get many hits anyway.
The real good ones only get a hit
six out of every 10 times.”
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Spezia makes the NCAA cut
By David Pump
Staff writer
Junior hurdler Gabe Spezia
transferred to Eastern with a strong
history of being a big-meet per-
former.
Now he has the opportunity to
prove it as he has qualified for the
NCAA Indoor Championships,
which begin at 4:15 p.m. on Friday
at the RCA Dome in Indianapolis.
“He is the first national qualifier
(indoors) since Obadiah Cooper in
1992,” Eastern coach Tom Akers
said. “He needs to go on Friday and
be ready both physically and men-
tally.”
Spezia, an All-American in the
110-meter high hurdles at Danville
Community College last season,
said he is ready to show he can be
both competitive indoors as well as
outdoors.
“Up until this season, I was not
to0 enthused about indoor track,”
the 13th seeded national hurdler
said. “Heading into this year, I
wanted to qualify for the national
meet, but now I need to reassess my
goals. 
“I want to get to the finals and
become an All-American.”
For the 1995 Illinois High
School Association state record-set-
ting performer in the 110-meter
high hurdles his senior year while at
Westville High School just outside
of Danville to become an All-
American, he realizes he needs to
run two of the best races of his col-
legiate career.
“Normally I rely on the being
quick out of the blocks, and the first
one to the hurdles,” he said. “I have
been off-and-on this season – it has
just been one thing or another.
“There’s certain variables that I
need to worry about,” Spezia said.
“You need to worry about yourself,
the hurdles and the guy to the left
and right of you. Any one of those
variables can take you out of a race
pretty quick.”
Akers agreed with Spezia’s
assessment of having to run his type
of race.
“The 60-meter hurdles is such a
short race that all he needs to worry
about is Gabe,” Akers said. “He
needs to concentrate on the five
hurdles and he needs to have tunnel
vision because there is all sorts of
crashing and banging around him.”
Middle Tennessee State’s Ron
Bramlett, who defeated Spezia at
Junior is first Panther to make indoor nationals since 1992
Among the nation’s best
Lacey Buidosik / Associate photo editor
Junior Eastern wrestler Mike Russow takes down a teammate Monday during practice. With a 21-3 record, Russow is ranked No. 9 nationally and has his sights
set on a return trip to the NCAA Championships.
Ranked No. 9 nationally, offseason work paying off for Russow
By Jason Randall
Staff writer
Ranked No. 9 nationally, Panther junior
heavyweight wrestler Mike Russow can’t hard-
ly wait for the postseason to get underway at the
East Regional in Washington D.C this weekend.
Russow, (21-3), is the highest ranked
Panther going into the regional and will likely
be seeded in the top 10 for the regional tourna-
ment. 
Despite putting together a 28-12 season a
year ago to go with a national championship
meet appearance, Russow said he never thought
he would be ranked as high as he is.
“Growing up, football was my thing even
though I won a wrestling state championship in
high school,” Russow said. “I never thought that
I would be one of the top ten wrestlers in the
country.”
Russow attributes his success to a number of
factors as he came into this season ranked No.
17 nationally. 
“I put in more work than I ever have this past
summer,” he said. “I never really lifted weights
until this summer and it has really paid off.”
Another aspect that Russow said has made
him successful is Eastern’s experienced coach-
ing staff.
“We really have a great coaching staff,”
Russow said. “If it weren’t for them, I wouldn’t
be where I’m at today.”
Head coach Ralph McCausland said he is
pleased Russow is getting some national atten-
tion.
“Mike is finally getting the respect he
deserves,” McCausland said. “With it, I’ve seen
his confidence level raise also.”
Russow also feels that his confidence has
elevated as the season has progressed.
“I have felt a lot better as the season has gone
on,” he said. “I try not to focus on my ranking,
but it really does make you feel good.”
McCausland said that it is going to take
complete focus for Russow to achieve his goal
of becoming a national champion.
“The key is for him to stay focused match in
and match out,” McCausland said. “(Russow)
has been able to do that over the course of the
season, and has been able to capitalize on the
close matches.”
An area that Russow is setting his sights on
is revenge against Slippery Rock’s Derek
Delporto, who has defeated Russow twice over
their careers including last year’s regional final
match. 
“I am looking forward to hopefully getting
another shot at (Delporto),” Russow said. “He
beat me in the finals of the regional last year and
once this year in a close match.”
McCausland offered up some advice for
Russow to be able to achieve his goal of win-
ning a national title.
“If he wins the regional and gets seeded in
the top eight in the national tournament, that is
big enough of an accomplishment,”
McCausland said. “But, if he is able to keep his
composure and stay calm through the tight
matches, he has an excellent shot at a title.”
See SPEZIA Page 9
